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NFL scouts
visit GVSU
Pro Day showcases
Dll talent leading up
to the draft.
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IRISH ON IONIA GEARS UP FOR ST. PATRICK’S DAY

GV SALARIES REMAIN COMPETITIVE
Salary, benefits,

TOTAL EXPENDITURES ON EARNINGS AND WAGES

working conditions

BY RYAN JARVI

BY RYAN JARVI

$154.8 MILLION- $140.6 MILLION $141.9 MILLION $131.0 MILLION

GVL SENIOR REPORTER

n a time of budget cuts and
penny-pinching,
professors
and administrators at Grand
Valley State University are paid
less on average, but faculty
members earn higher percentag
es of administrative salaries than
those teaching at other public
universities in Michigan.
On average, full professors at
GVSU earn a smaller percentage
of administrators’ salaries than
five years ago, but they are still
higher than salary percentages at
other universities.
“I believe that you would find
that GVSU faculty are paid com
parably to the other institutions,
but probably tend to be a little
below the averages more often
than above the averages,” said Jim
Bachmeier, vice president of Fi
nance and Administration. “We
are careful not to ‘overpay’ any
one, which sometimes inflates av
erages at other institutions.”
In 2012, the average salary for
full professors in the physics de
partment at GVSU was $88,700,
making up 35.6 percent of the
president’s salary, and 37.7 per
cent of the provost’s salary—
typically the two highest paid
administrative positions at a
university.
Currently, physics professors
earn a slightly smaller percentage
of administrators’ salaries than
they did in 2007—37.5 percent of
the president’s salary and 42 per
cent of the provost’s.
However, in comparison to
other universities, data shows
that GVSU physics professors
generally earn a higher percent
age of administrators’ salaries
than at other schools, but receive
a lower average salary. Calcula
tions determined that GVSU
administrators also earned less
on average than other universi
ties’ administrative staff.
For 2012, Central Michigan

students to hold
abortion debate
GVL SENIOR REPORTER

key in attracting
talented employees

GVSU, MSU

AVERAGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS
PER FACULTY MEMBER

STUDENT ENROLLMENT FALL 2012

Abortion, the controversial
issue that has been at the heart
of many arguments, will be
come the focus once again in a
debate set to happen tonight.
Students for Life and the
Philosophy Club at Grand
Valley State University will be
hosting the event, which will
bring two Michigan State Uni
versity students to Allendale to
argue their opinions.
Though Students for Life
interacts with many religious
groups, it is a secular group,
said R.J. McVeigh, the organi
zation’s president.
“We defend our position us
ing science and philosophy—not
religion,” McVeigh said. “This
is often an untrue assumption
about pro-life groups. We have
both religious members and
secular members.”
Pro-life and pro-choice
groups have been debating the
issue of abortion for ages, but
McVeigh said he isn’t aware of
when GVSU last held a debate
for students—if ever.
“We openly admit to fo
cusing mostly on abortion,”

SEE DEBATE, A2

Slde-by-side: A side-byside comparison of total
student enrollment, studentteacher ratios and total yearly
wage expenditures for the
universities.

University physics pro
fessors averaged the smallest por
tion of their president’s salary at
26.8 percent. Western Michigan
University professors averaged
27.5 percent, and EMU profes
sors earned 30.5 percent.
Full professors of physics at
GVSU earned the second high
est percentage of their provost’s
salary as compared with the
other universities. WMU pro
fessors averaged 44.3 percent,
CMU professors earned 37 per

cent, and EMU professors aver
aged 32.4 percent.
The data could suggest GVSU
professors have a higher average
salary than other physics depart
ments, but that was not the case.
According to calculations
of salary listings, GVSU phys
ics professors earned an average
salary of $88,700 during 2012,
while WMU’s physics depart
ment averaged around $101,400,
with CMU at $93,700 and EMU
at $89,200.

“Pay rates are.discipline-spe
cific for faculty and professional
staff,” Bachmeier said. “For ex
ample, engineering, health pro
fessions or business faculty have
higher pay rates than some of the
other disciplines.”
Looking at full professors in
the GVSU management program,
average salaries were 47.6 percent
and 50.5 percent of the president’s
and provosts yearly earnings for

SEE SALARIES, A2

Spending cuts to have no immediate impact on GV
BY BECKY SPAULDING
GVL STAFF WRITER

In 2011, the U.S. Congress passed a law
saying if the legislators couldn’t agree on a
plan to reduce the federal deficit by $4 tril
lion, about $1 trillion in automatic, arbitrary
and across-the-board spending cuts would
start to take effect on March 1,2013.
The so-called sequester went into ef
fect this month after the Congress did not
come to an deficit agreement.
These budget cuts will affect many gov
ernment-funded programs in this country,
including colleges, but how will it affect
students at Grand Valley State University?
. According to the National Center for
Educational Statistics, 66 percent of all un
dergraduates received some type of finan
cial aid in the 2007-2008 school year, and
47 percent received federal student aid.
The Obama administration released a
report at the beginning of March that pre
dicted “around 2,490 fewer low-income
students in Michigan would receive aid to
help them finance the costs of college,” and

nationwide cuts to small business loans,
research and innovation could affect up
to 12,000 students and scientists’ projects
and jobs.
The sequester will also cause a slight in
crease in fees for student loans, according
to studentaid.ed.gov.
Many GVSU students rely on financial
aid to pay for not only classes, but room
and board, food and other amenities.
Students who receive Pell Grants can
rest easy - these are exempt from the se
quester’s cuts.
As for other aid, Vice President for
University Relations Matthew McLogan
said we don’t have much to worry about in
the near future, and that the university is
monitoring developments closely.
“There are several areas where we are
watching where there could be an effect in
future fiscal years. One of those involves
Pell Grants and student loans, (as well as)
public broadcasting and research conCHARLES DHARAPAK | ASSOCIATED PRESS

SEE IMPACT, A2

Budget battle: President Barack Obama speaks to
reporters in the White House briefing room in Washington

Student Senate
election packets
due date ahead
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL MANAGING EDITOR

Election packets for Grand
Valley State University stu
dents hoping to snag a spot on
next year’s Student Senate are
due March 18 to the Senate’s
office by 5 p.m.
AfteY prospective senators
submit their election packets,
they must have 75 students sign
a petition supporting their elec
tion to the Senate in order to be
put on the ballot, which opens
up to the public for online vot
ing at midnight on March 23.
Polls will remain open until
midnight on March 30.
Results of the election including the 44 open gen
eral senate seats, and the nine
cabinet positions - will be an
nounced April 1.
Lindsay Vivano, vice presi
dent of public relations for the
Senate, said candidates running
for a seat on the Student Senate
must also include a platform of
200 words and a headshot.
For the 2013-14 academic
year, there are 44 seats open in
the general senate, and six ad
ditional spots left open for any
interested freshmen or transfer
students who will have to un
dergo an interview by the Stu
dent Senate Resource Com
mittee at a later date before
earning a seat.
Out of around 50-60 total
senators, nine students will be
voted into the cabinet, includ
ing the positions of president,

SEE SENATE, A2
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McVeigh said, because of the is
sue’s prevalence and how it affects
college-age adults.
The organization’s members also
address issues such as capital pun
ishment, embryonic stem cell re
search and euthanasia.
“Students for Life is a group that fo
cuses on the importance of protecting
human life at all stages,” McVeigh said
He will team up with GVSU
freshman Bailey Wright to pres
ent the pro-life side, and the two
MSU students, Brad Varner and
Mitchell Pawlak, will debate from
the pro-choice position.
Varner, a freshman at MSU
majoring in physics and math,
met McVeigh over Facebook after
posting a status with his opinion
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on abortion. Through a friend of
a friend, McVeigh saw the status,
befriended Varner, and a number
of “mini-debates” ensued.
“Then one day I got a message
from R.J. saying he appreciated my
debate style,” Varner said. “He want
ed to have another abortion debate in
person, onstage (and) in front of an
audience. I couldn’t say no to that.”
For the majority of cases when
abortion occurs, Varner holds the
belief that it is morally permissible.
“I would prefer a world in which
we did not need abortions but I
understand their benefit,” he said.
For Varner, debating is about
finding the truth and following the
logic and evidence wherever it leads.
“Debating means that views are
not respected, but the individuals
who hold them are,” he said. “The
views are to be hacked apart to see

their moving pieces, then recon
structed to see if they live up to ex
pectations, and then taken apart ev
ery so often and at any challenge to
see if they still maintain integrity.”
Senior philosophy major Malachi Sullivan is no stranger to de
bates. Acting as president of the
Philosophy Club on campus, he
has participated in other more
informal debates and will act as
moderator to ensure the debate
doesn’t get too heated.
“The people that are debating
are familiar with each other, so
that might help keep things under
control,” Sullivan said.
The structure of the debate
should also help keep things in
line, he said.
The debate will consist of two pan
els with two people on each side. The
first panel will be allowed 15 minutes

SENATE
NEWS
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BRIEFS

executive vice president and a vice president
of each of the seven main committees.
“Applicants should be sure to review
the election’s rules and guidelines which
is in the elections packet because there
are rules and regulations in regards to
campaigning,” Vivano said.
She said the role of Student Senate
within the context of the GVSU com
munity is to “serve as the student voice of
what students want to see accomplished
or changed at Grand Valley.”
“We are a liaison between the students
and faculty and staff. As senators, there
are countless opportunities to not only
work closely with a wide range of faculty,
but also sit on academic committees and
have the ability to first hand give opin
ions and feedback about changes being
made,” Vivano said. “As a senator, resolu
tions can be written and oftentimes they
get passed on to faculty governance.”

GV REACHES SETTLEMENT OVER GUINEA PIG
Grand Valley State University is to pay a $40,000 settlement
to student Kendra Velzen and the Fair Housing Center of
West Michigan. Velzen and the organization filed the lawsuit
in March of last year after they claimed the university denied
her requests to keep her guinea pig, which she used as a
support animal to help with depression and health issues
in on-campus housing, stating it was in violation of federal
housing laws.
"We believe it was in the best interest of all parties to come
to an agreement and avoid going to trial," said Mary Eilleen
Lyon, associate vice president for News and Information
Services. "We are pleased we were able to do that."

FRENCH DEPARTMENT TO HOST MUSIC/POETRY NIGHT
Students and staff from the French department of Modern
Languages and Literature is welcoming students to attend

to argue their position, then the sec
ond panel will have five minutes to
ask questions for clarification.
The second panel will then
present their position for 15 min
utes, followed by five minutes of
clarification questions by the first
panel. Each side will then have
10 minutes for rebuttal and five
minutes for concluding remarks.
Questions and answers from the
audience will follow the debate.
The debate will be held 7:309:30 p.m. in 107 Manitou Hall.
The Students for Life organiza
tion meets Mondays at 9 p.m. in
1104 Kirkhof Center. For more
information on the Philosophy
Club and a recently formed De
bate Club, attend the organization’s
meetings Thursdays at 5:30 p.m. in
B 1124 Makinac Hall.
rjarvi@lanthorn.com

Voter turnout for the Student Sen
ate elections have historically been low.
Though voting saw a slight increase in
participation from 2010-2011 - around
2,000 total votes cast in 2010, and 2,125
in 2011 - last year’s numbers dipped be
low 1,000, with only 980 total students
who voted online in 2012.
Vivano said senators are utilizing
classroom whiteboards to write “save”
notes and reminders about election
packet deadlines and online voting as
well as more social media and, Vivano
said, “mostly word of mouth.”
“I just want to stress the importance of
voting,” she said. “It’s important to have as
many voters as possible because Senate is
seeking to be a diverse body composed of
students from all aspects of student life.”
All interested GVSU students can pick
up a packet at the Student Senate’s office,
located at 0040 Kirkhof Center, or down
load one off it’s website at gvsu.edu/studentsenate under the “election” tab.
editorial@lanthorn.com

an event full of music and poetry. "Melodies" will be held
March 14 from 6-9 p.m. in the Cook-DeWitt Center on Grand
Valley State University's Allendale Campus.The event is free

IMPACT

and open to the public.

CONTINUED FROM A1

MICHIGAN HISTORY DAY BRINGS MIDDLE, HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS TO GV
There will be a Michigan History Day western regional con
test at Grand Valley State University on March 16, from 9:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center. The West Michigan
area middle and high school students will be present at the
contest, where they have done research on a specific top
ic. From this research, students will present their findings
through art, literature, music, drama, visual communicalions and writing.The theme of this year's contest is "Turn
ing Points in History: People, ideas, events."

_

For more information, call Sean O'Neill, professor of history,
at 616-331-3255.

ART GALLERY APP RELEASES GAMING FEATURE
A new gaming feature has recently been added to the Art at
GVSU mobile application. Each day, theThe Art at GVSU app
takes votes on nine of the school's artworks, where users can
vote for their favorites. The user with the most points per
week wins a $15 gift card.

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most accurate
news possible. If we make a mistake, we want to make it right.
If you find any errors in fact in the Lanthorn, let us know by
calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editorial@lanthom.com.

might roll out affecting educational pro
grams is actually not yet heard - not every
detail of this is known,” McLogan said. “This
is, I think, still a work in progress, as opposed
to some other agencies where the response is
already known and in some cases occurring
- that has not yet happened (for education).”
As far as national cuts to small business
loans and research grants, McLogan said he
does not believe they will affect upcoming
graduates in their job search.
Whether or not GVSU will have to
make overall sacrifices in the future will be
known as more details come to light about
the sequester’s cuts to higher education,
McLogan said.
* J ‘"
“The level of detail that I would need to
have to answer that question has just not
yet been forthcoming from Washington,”
McLogan said. “We are mindful and we will
watch it closely, but we are not overtly wor
ried at this point.”
“I think the impact is going to be else
where, beyond (colleges),” he said. “The way
this is being rolled out in Washington, it is
affecting other government agencies more
and education less. I think that’s probably
the tone for the foreseeable future, but we’re
watching closely.”

tracts,” McLogan said. “We do not believe
that there will be any adverse impacts in the
current fiscal year, which extends through
Sept. 30, the reason being that most of the
programs that would potentially be affect
ed are forward-funded.”
Programs that are forward-funded are
paid for through the current fiscal year, “so
the soonest there could be potential impact
would be Oct. of 2013 or later,” he added.
GVSU President Thomas Haas also said
there will likely be no immediate impact on
GVSU students from the budget cuts.
“There is no impact immediately, and as
far as long-term, that’s to be determined,”
Haas said. “We are hopeful there will be no
long-term effects (for GVSU).”
Haas mentioned that though there is
no immediate worry for students, cuts to
programs like the TRiO program, which
helps youth from low-income families
prepare for college, may have an effect on
future enrollees.
McLogan said the university is follow
ing developments closely as they roll out,
but not every detail is known regarding the
sequester’s effects on colleges.
“Some of the ways that the sequester

bspaulding@lanthorn.com

SALARIES
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2012, which was lower than in
2007—50.7 percent and 56.8 per
cent, respectively.
Though the percentages have
dropped over the past five years,
GVSU management professors
still generally earn a higher per
centage of administrators’ salaries
than those at other universities.
WMU business professors
earned 36.9 and 59 percent of
their president’s and provost’s sal
aries, and CMU’s numbers were
at 32 and 44.3 percent. EMU’s
were the closest to GVSU’s at 41.6
and 44.2 percent, respectively.
Full professors in the manage
ment program at GVSU earned
about $118,600, which is above
the average salary of management
professors at CMU who earned
$112,000, but below the others.
EMU’s management professors av
eraged $121,500, and WMU’s aver
aged almost $135,000 per year.
“Salary, benefits and working
conditions are key in attracting
talented employees in a competi
tive job market,” said Matt McLo
gan, vice president of University
Relations at GVSU. “We pay at
tention to compensation packages
at comparable institutions.”
Compensation rates for fac
ulty and administrative posi
tions are set based* on market
data for similar positions at
other universities, which is as
sessed locally, regionally and
nationally. Internal equity is
also a factor when determining
salaries, according to GVSU’s
human resources website.
In addition to market averages,
performance, relevant experience,
applicable educational credentials
and responsibility also influence
salaries for staff members.
“The university also differen
tiates pay for merit,” Bachmeier
said. “The highest performers
within their discipline are re
warded in the salary program.”
However, the university can’t
underpay some to overpay others.
“It is a balance, as underpay
ing hurts the quality of the uni
versity and overpaying is not
good use of student tuition dol
lars,” Bachmeier said.
Overall, GVSU’s total expen
ditures for employee earnings
■ mid1 wages for 261 ?"Was just un
der $142 million. For the same
year, WMU’s total expenditure
of salaries and wages was $154.8
million, the highest of the four
universities examined. CMU’s
was $140.6 million, and EMU’s
was $131 million.
The General Fund Position List
can be viewed by clicking on the
Budget and Performance Trans
parency Reporting link found on
GVSU’s homepage. For more in
formation on employee compen
sation, visit www.gvsu.edu/hro.
rjarvi@lanthom.com
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Moving on: Grand Valley’s bookstore will no longer carry blue books and green books. For
only a penny more per book, the green books will be much more environmentally friendly.

University bookstore to no longer supply blue books, set to use recyclable green book
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
GVL MANAGING EDITOR

In an effort to be more sus
tainable, the Grand Valley State
University Bookstore is making
the switch to supply only green
books—instead of both green and
blue books—to the student body.
This change will take place starting
the fall 2013 semester, but the store
will be selling blue books until they
run out.
“The reason we haven’t stocked
just the recycled product in years
past is because so many faculty
refer to them as blue books,” said
Tony Glaab, associate manager
at the University Bookstore. “So
when students come in and they
don’t see a blue book, a lot don’t
buy the green book because they
don’t want to have the wrong thing
when they take a test.”
The difference between green
and blue books is that the green

books contain a minimum of 30
percent post-consumer waste
content such as old magazines,
newspapers and office paper, but
blue books have no recycled con
tent. “There’s no real advantage to
stocking both,” Glaab said. “In fact,
I think it’s a little more confusing
for students.”
Glaab added that unlike many
other “green” products, this doesn’t
cost the students more than buying
a blue book.
“It only costs us a penny more
per book, so we actually retail them
at the same price for students,” he
said. “A lot of times, environmen
tally friendly school supplies and
other products cost exponentially
higher. This is not one of those
cases, so we can sell the recycled
product at the same price as the
non-recycled.”
Student Senate was one of the
organizations that asked the book-

a
It only costs us
a penny more
per book, so we
actually retail
them at the
same price for
students.
■■
TONY GLAAB
ASSOCIATE MANAGER

store to make the switch. Glaab
said the senate’s efforts and many
questions from students caused the
store to switch to just the recycled
material.
“Making this change was sim
ply a matter of asking a question,”

said Danielle Meirow, who is on
the Senate Diversity Affairs Com
mittee. “I contacted the manager
of the bookstore, Jerrod Nickels,
and asked why we supplied both if
we were charging the same price
for each. From there he actu
ally did most of the work. He re
searched it with their supplier and
made the decision to phase out
blue books.”
Lindsay Viviano, vice president
of the Public Relations Committee,
said making the switch to just sell
ing green books goes along with
GVSUs goal of sustainability.
“Seeing as Grand Valley is one
of the top green’ universities with
in the Midwest, it only seems natu
ral that GVSU makes a complete
switch to green books. Especially
in the fact that it is a sustainable
initiative that costs no more than
the blue books,” she said. “Over
all, I think it’s great for the student

body because it spreads the aware
ness of being more sustainable in
their everyday lives.”
The main goal for the bookstore
and Student Senate is to change the
terminology professors use when
referring to green books, which
would help get rid of the confu
sion of what a student needs for
the class.
“Departments and faculty need
to start calling these exam books’
or green books’ moving forward
to help alleviate that confusion,”
Glaab said.
Meirow added that since both
blue and green books serve the
same purpose, both are acceptable
to use for a class.
“When professors request you
to bring an exam booklet to class, it
should not matter whether that is a
green book or a blue book,” she said.
shillenbrand@lanthom.com

Officer to help
GV veterans
access health
benefits
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

In with the new: John Kilbourne, movement science professor, holds up a badge boasting his new no letter-grade mantra.

Professor looks to change academic motivation
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
GVL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

College is supposed to be
a time for students to focus
on learning and prepare for
the future, but getting the
highest grade possible has
become the only focus dur
ing a student’s academic ca
reer. Grand Valley State Uni-

versity movement science
professor John Kilbourne is
attempting to take the focus
away from the traditional
letter grades by rewarding
his students in a more cre
ative way.
Kilbourne is swapping
out traditional letter grades
for badges - a concept he

brought to GVSU after
reading Jeffery Young’s ar
ticle “Grades Out, Badges
In” in an October edition
of the Chronicle of Higher
Education.
The “education-badge”
system, according to Young
and Kilbourne, shifts the
student mindset from one

that’s driven by letter grades
to one that’s driven by genu
ine learning.
“I see this more just as a
balance to (grades), a sup
plement, something more
tangible and personal,” Kil
bourne said.
SEE ACADEMIC, A6

NAP event aims to help fight off procrastination
BY KARI NORTON
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR

Are you the type of stu
dent that procrastinates
until the very last possible
moment? Grand Valley State
University’s Frederik Meijer
Center for Writing plans
to help students break that
habit with its Night Against
Procrastination.
NAP, the Writing Cen
ters lock-in event will take
over Lake Ontario Hall to
night from 8 p.m. through
tomorrow at 8 a.m. to en
courage productivity be
fore the end of semester

exam cram.
The Writing Center’s
Interim Director Patrick
Johnson brought the idea
for the anti-procrastination
all-nighter to GVSU last
year, inspired by an even
held at a German university
in 2010.
“The Writing Center at
European University Viadrina in Frankfurt Germany
hosted long night events
for various programs and
projects, but when students
began asking for writing
center support all night dur
ing an event, the Long Night

Against Procrastination was
born,” Johnson said.
Johnson said he met one
of the original organizers
of the event when he was at
Washington State University
and she encouraged other
schools to join in.
“I loved the idea and
brought it up with my staff
and everything took off from
there,” Johnson said.
Staff will be available to
help with papers and such
throughout the course
of the evening. Optional
study breaks will also be
offered, such as games,

activities, desk yoga exer
cises and night walks to
get coffee.
Students that plan on
sleeping at the event should
bring their own pillows and
sleeping bags and overnight
parking will be available in
Lot M, but ticketing will be
gin again at 8 a.m. on Friday.
People who choose to
participate will be encour
aged to share their experi
ences on Twitter with #NAPAGVSU, or look for the
even on Facebook.
lakerllfe@lanthorn.com

Grand Valley State Uni
versity President Thomas
J. Haas recently signed a
memo of understanding
with the Michigan Depart
ment of Veterans Affairs to
establish an on-campus of
fice for a veteran service of
ficer to help GVSUs veter
ans gain access to VA health
care and benefits, as well as
file compensation claims for
service-related disabilities.
“A lot of veterans, when
they get out of the service,
they may have been in
jured or sick while on ac
tive duty, and when they
get out they don’t realize
they get compensation,”
said Annette Dennis, GV
SUs new veteran service
officer. “A lot of veterans
may not even know that
the disabilities and the
things that they’re going
through are compensable.”
Dennis is a department
service officer for Dis
abled American Veterans,
but as a former active duty
staff sergeant in U.S. Air
Force, she understands
the veteran lifestyle. Us
ing her bachelor’s degree
in health services man
agement and masters in
mental health counseling,
she interviews and evalu
ates GVSUs veterans to
determine if they qualify
for compensation.
“The whole idea for
this is for students to
connect with Annette,
because a lot of times
there are dollars and re
sources that she can help
them get,” said Steven
Lipnicki, assistant dean

of students.
While many veterans re
port physical repercussions
from their service days,
mental health disabilities
are also compensable.
“There are a lot of vet
erans walking around
who have been exposed to
combat or personal assault
and they could be suffer
ing depression (or) anxi
ety,” Dennis said. “PTSD
is really a big thing be
cause of the soldiers com
ing back right now from
Afghanistan and Iraq.”
Dennis said she serves
about 600 veterans at
GVSU, as well as com
parable numbers at her
other institutions. Be
cause she is responsible
for an entire region of the
state, GVSU will share her
services with Muskegon
Community
College,
Western Michigan Uni
versity, Kellogg Commu
nity College, Kalamazoo
Valley Community Col
lege and Lake Michigan
Community College.
Dennis will usually
hold office hours Mondays
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Kirkhof Center and will
also meet by appointment
on both the downtown
and Allendale campuses.
“I recommend that any
veteran come and see a
service officer—if nothing
else just to have an inter
view to see if there are any
benefits they’re entitled
to,” she said.
To contact Dennis, email
adennis^pdavmichigan.com
or call 586-215-0540.
n«ws@lanthorn.com
J
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A love letter to a dying industry: The book business
folded, unable to compete
with a small block of words
on a backlit screen. But I
digress; this is about younot them.
The fact of the matter
is I feel less engaged, less
connected to you now.
You’ve changed. We used
to be so close, and it makes
me sad when I think back
to the way things used to
be. You used to be a part
of me. There was a choco
late stain on your twentythird page, and your once
smooth back cover was a
little dented from when
Dad ran you over on the
way to Florida. I still feel
bad for leaving you on the

ft
Dear Book,
I am not entirely sure
when I first noticed you,
but it had to be about fifteen
years ago. Back before your
very existence was threat
ened by online giants like
the Amazon Kindle and the
Barnes and Noble Nook.
Back before the stores that
housed you closed and

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
ARE THERE BETTER WAYS TO EVALUATE
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT THAN
STANDARD LETTER GRADES?
"I think that letter grades are a
‘useful tool, but I think the scale
could be used in a better way.
More emphasis should be placed
on class involvement and genuine
educational learning than merely
assignment points and periodic
exams, which are point based,
and reflect completion, more than
inventiveness and learning."
KRISTEN JOHNSEN
Junior.
Studio Art
Lansing. Mich.

“No, I think it’s a good way to
track how we are doing. How
ever, it is beneficial when a
professor attaches comments to
the grade."
STEFANI MONTELEONE
Senior,
Advertising
West Bloomfield, Mich.

"Sometimes I feel like I learned
more in a class that I got a C in
than a class I got an A. Compar
ing a letter grade from one class
to another is hard because not
all classes challenge you the
same.”
DANNY KREVCHER
Senior.
Advertising
Shelby Township. Mich.

"Though standard letter grades are
effective, I wouldn’t say it is the
most efficient. Measuring achieve
ment through a point system al
lows for students to be left behind
or cheat the system where a sys
tem with a pass or fail is better."

roof of the car.
I used to fall asleep next
to you, my reading light
highlighting your glorious
words, my lips moving si
lently to your story. The only
sound in my room was the
turn of your pages, a rhythm
that would gently lull me
into a satisfied sleep. It is a
sound I no longer hear, and
in your absence I find it
harder to dream.
It’s been a while since I
smelled you, since I drew my
thumb along your pages to
waft your distinct perfume
toward my nose. I can’t re
member when I last opened
you, last heard that satisfy
ing crack of your spine.

It breaks my heart that I
can’t write on you anymore,
mustn’t doodle in your mar
gins, nor place my thoughts
alongside your own...
I know you don’t miss
me the way I miss you.
You are, in essence, still
the same. You present the
same words and you stay
the same length in your
new e-book format. Yet to
me you are unintelligible,
it is harder for me to un
derstand you now. It may
be your perfectly backlit
screen, or possibly your
mechanical next page but
ton, but this no longer
feels genuine. And I’ve al
ways thought relationships

should be built on honesty.
Your new look is slick,
I’ll admit it. You can wipe
that spilled chocolate off of
your screen. You can house
hundreds of books between
your covers. But I’m no
book slut. I’m a one book
kind of girl, and I miss you.
So bring back those paper
cuts, for they are a small
price to pay to hold you
in my hands. I can handle
your torn pages, I knew
those parts best. Please, let
me place my favorite book
mark by the words I want
to revisit. You were imper
fect, but at least I knew you
were mine.
Now, as I close my let

VALLEY VOTE '

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:

Did you travel over Spring
Break?

Are letter grades the best
way to measure academic
achievement?

ter to you, I can only hope
that there are people out
there who remain commit
ted to true books (as you
once were). Regardless of
your attempts to be new and
cool I will continue to read
you in your original form,
for it remains the best. I will
thumb through your pages,
and write in your margins. I
will have a relationship with
you, whether you like it or
not. Reading requires con
necting, and I simply refuse
to let that go.
Just so you know, if Dad
ran you over with his car to
day, you would never survive.
ccolleran(a)lanthorn.com
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EDITORIAL

BUTTON UP
In the world of higher education, making the grade is almost as important as
digesting the information at times. Some educators are out to shift the paradigm.
s college students at Grand
Valley State University, we
have endured at least 12 - if
not many, many more - years of
schooling. For many of us, the edu
cational system, since we were old
enough to understand it’s mission on
a fundamental level, was always more
about a good report card than it was
knowledge for knowledge’s sake.
With the last 12 plus years of a
letter-graded education behind you,
how would you feel about a sudden
shift in how your academic achieve
ment is measured? What if, instead
of grades, you received badges signi
fying different accomplishments that
you later put on your resume - in lieu
of your GPA - to signify your skill
sets to potential employers?
In an article published by The
Chronicle of Higher Education called,
“Grades Out, Badges In,” reporter
Jeffery Young explores a new educa
tional trend that is being explored by
Purdue University’s Assistant Profes
sor of Educational Technology Bill

A

Watson, as well as other project-based
efforts through the Mozilla Founda
tion, in which students are given the
opportunity to earn between eight
and 10 badges that can be placed in
an electronic resume.
In the article, Watson calls the
badges “in a way modules” that can
be used to build individual degrees.
However, despite the badges, grades
must still be assigned to students ac
cording to Purdue University’s policy.
His example? A student looking to
work in the field of video game design
- something Purdue University does
not offer a degree in. The badges, he
said, afford students the opportu
nity to earn badges that would show
potential employers the courses and
achievements that student would have
relative to game design.
While that logic makes some
sense, wouldn’t it make more sense to
attend a college or university that of
fers the degree you are seeking rather
than earning 10 badges to prove your
competence to future employers?

Here at GVSU, the educationbadge trend has garnered a little bit
of support. GVSU Movement Science
Professor John Kilbourne is currently
running his own “trial period” of the
education-badge system, awarding
his LIB 100 students badges that they
are able to decorate according to their
own individual understanding of what
an education means to them. “It’s
another way for rewarding students
(and) acknowledging that they’re good
students,” Kilbourne said. “A grade is
just a letter, they can wear and share
and be proud of (the badges). And by
wearing their own, they can express
their playful creativity.”
Though the spirit of his move
ment is commendable - one that
values tangible learning over the
so-called rat race that education
can become at times. That said, in
a world where letter grades are still
the standard, more needs to be done
to integrate the brave new world of
academic achievement before any
kind of standard can be set.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY ANDREW SMITH
Okay, on Friday aha has a papar and an asalgnmant dua for ma. What alaa can wa add?

A

Group projects will ba dua.

BECCA SERRANO
Sophomore.
Public Administration
Detroit. Mich.

"Honestly, I don’t mind letter
grades, just so long as they are
founded upon varied reasons and
a flexible criteria. I suppose my
preference would be for percent
ages, so we do not have a letter
grouping together a vast range of
grades."
NATHAN GROVE

Wt all know this happons...

Junior. Hospitality and Tourism
Management

asmith@lanthorn.com

Howell. Mich

The truth behind St. Patrick’s Day

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorns opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here do
not necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthom aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The Lanthom will
not publish or entertain any
forms of hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Thistees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved for letters

to the editor only, all other readergenerated content can be submitted
to the Grand Valley Lanthorns
YourSpace page by emailing
community®*Umthom.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the authors full name and
relevant title along with a valid email
and phone number for confirming
the identity of the author. Letters
should be approximately 500-650
words in length, and are not edited by
the staffof the Grand Valley iMnthom
outside of technical errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email
at editorialslanthom.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at:
00S1 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, HI 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
We’ll listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com
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BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
GVL STAFF WRITER

As a person of greatly
Irish descent, St. Patrick’s
Day means a lot more to me
than dressing up in green
and pinching people while
riotously drunk.
Seriously. Think about
it for a minute and analyze
what St. Paddy’s Day signi
fies to you? How do you cel
ebrate it? What is on your
mind while you experience
the holiday? Why does it
matter to you?
Li Fh&le Pidraig, Gaelic
for “the Day of the Festival
of Patrick”, is a celebration of
the arrival of Christianity on
Ireland, as well as a celebra
tion of the Irish culture which, for those who don’t
know, is a lot more than
whiskey, potatoes, sham
rocks, and leprechauns.
For instance, the original
color associated with the
holiday was blue, and it was
4

celebrated in an early form
in ninth century. It became a
national public holiday (and
officially ‘green’) in 1903,
and the official aim of the
celebration, as stated by the
Irish government, is in part
“To project, internationally,
an accurate image of Ireland
as a creative, professional
and sophisticated country
with wide appeal” - not
a day of drinking and de
bauchery.
So when I see people
dressing up in ridiculously
ways and acting wild and
obnoxious, I personally feel
that not only is the point
of the holiday being utterly
missed, but that I and my
people are being utterly
misunderstood and even
degraded. Not all those of
Irish descent feel this way,
but I certainly do. There’s a
lot more to being Irish than
dressing in green, trying to
catch little men hiding gold

at the roots of rainbows,
and drinking prodigiously.
Celebrating being Irish is
celebrating a strong people
who fight for their free
dom, and even though they
don’t always succeed as
they desired, they don’t let
themselves be downtrodden.
The Irish people survived a
huge potato famine - even
though the potatoes weren’t
natural staples of their diet,
when the tuber came to
their land they seized an
opportunity to further their
growth, and when it was
taken away, they kept going.
When many Irish people
came to America (many to
escape the famine), they sur
vived as well, though people
often refused to hire them,
and would walk on the other
side of the road to avoid
them. They lived in slums,
and were treated almost (not
quite, but almost) as badly
as black people were treated

after slavery and before the
Civil Rights movement. If
you’re Irish, or someone in
your family is Irish, or if you
just want to celebrate and
honor the indomitability of
the Irish people, then cel
ebrate this holiday the right
way. Enjoy your Irish beer
(though whiskey is better),
enjoy your green and sham
rocks and time with friends
and family - but keep
yourselves safe, don’t drive
intoxicated, and remember
that your celebration is for
the Irish people and their
culture. Conduct yourself
on this holiday in a way
that displays the respect the
Irish people are due, and the
admiration you (hopefully)
have for their strength and
ability to not only survive,
but to maintain their culture
amid war, emigration, and
in some cases, control by
foreign government.
ephlllip*/alanthom.com
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The Last Stop

"For class COM 215-04 (creative writing). It was
my midterm paper and my inspiration was the
Holocaust and trying to paint a picture of what it
was like for those involved." - Bridgette Grondin

By Brigitte Grondin

L

Senior
Health Communications
___________________

ts cold outside. Unbearably cold. We’ve walked all day
with nothing on but scraps of clothing, only some of
us lucky enough to have shoes. Many of us are weak
and ill, but they don’t care. It almost gives them more
satisfaction, so we try not to show our anguish. We heard
help was coming from the west and the east. We think our
captors are forcing our relocation to hide what they are do
ing to us. By now we must'have marched dozens of miles.
The snow is bitterly cold, up to our ankles, and makes
our feet numb. Every step we take feels like a thousand
needles puncturing our skin. Finally, in the distance, we
see a railway station. They push us forward, prodding our
sides with the butt of their guns. Pain courses through our
emaciated bodies. We are mostly bone and a thin layer of
bruised and beaten flesh. Even the slightest touch causes
excruciating pain.
They pile hundreds of us into the train cars. The
smell is unbearable, the sounds deafening. They trans
port us for what seems like days. The old wooden train
cars smell musty, damp with snow and rotten with age.
Although it is freezing outside, the train cars feel like
a sauna. Sweat drips down our faces, and mixes with
our tears. The few children in the cars weep into their
mother’s bosom, older prisoners weep into their hands.
Through the dark I see some staring at the ceiling, whis
pering pleas and prayers to God. These freight carriages
were originally designed for transporting cattle, now they
transport us into the unknown. We have had no food or
water. We are starving and so thirsty our throats ache.

I

Finally with a jolt and the grinding of the breaks, the cars
stop. We look around and wait for something to happen.
Anything. We don’t know whether to be happy that our
suffocating train ride is over or frightened of what is to
come. The doors open and clean, fresh air comes pouring
in. It’s as though Heaven opened for a brief moment,
proving that in this Hell it still exists.
We are again being forced to march, this time to the
new camp. We didn’t think it was possible but it feels even
more frigid out. It must be mid-December. Perhaps even
Hanukkah. The wind goes right through our sheer cloth
ing, making us shiver uncontrollably. Prisoners who are
unable to keep up due to fatigue or illness are shot. Of
the 2,000 or so of us who started the march, fewer than
1,000 made it to the cars, and less than 600 made it here
to begin the walk again. Here and there a man falls. He
is shot lying down if he cannot get up. Yet if he tries to
stand he is shot anyway. He is too weak to continue, and
that only creates complications for the SS. As they shoot
more of us, the crisp white snow turns a deeper crim
son reminding me of the cherry snow cones I loved as a
child. It’s unfathomable how men, women, and children
being slaughtered like animals can remind me of a happy
memory from my childhood.
Most of us die on the miles-long march to the new
camp. When a child drops of exhaustion, his mother picks
him up as quickly as she can so the SS does not see. If a
she does not in time, they first shoot the child and then the
mother. In the end when we reach our new and dreadful

home, there are fewer than 75 of us left. The long march,
lack of food and water, and hopelessness killed most of
my fellow marchers. Although we want our freedom, we
feel like we persevered and got through the worst of it. If
we can survive a little bit longer, help will find us and this
nightmare will be over.
As we march, I notice they aren’t taking us to the
buildings usually used as our bunks, but to another build
ing. It is concrete and much smaller than the others. We
think that maybe the bunks are smaller here because
there are only a small number of us left. We look at each
other in confusion, almost too tired to turn our heads
to find each other’s eyes. We enter the building, and
some of us collapse in relief, others let out jubilant sobs.
We finally get to rest and take a warm shower. I cannot
believe it. There must be a very small amount of empathy
in these monsters.

READ THE
FULL STORY

On the General Merit of Lavatory Stall Graffiti
I apologize in advance if this topic
seems a gross negligence of character
to any. I do not mean to deter any and
have them scoff “this is disgusting!”
It is not meant to disgust, but to
turn our attention to the simple things
we can do in our daily lives to make
someone else’s life more pleasant.
One clear example of this can
be seen in the silent, unspoken
temporal dialogue that takes place
within a simple lavatory stall. What
in the world may this mean you

ask? Take for example my recent
voyage into the third floor lavatory
of the library at Grand Valley State
University. Bear in mind that this
stall in particular, perhaps more
than any other, aside from places of
creative and scholarly pursuit, draws
pedestrians of a certain erudition.
There was a quote scribbled in
hot pink, with TS Eliot laying claim:
“Now I sit here broken hearted; had
to shit but only farted.” Now upon
some further research I found this

was indeed, not TS Eliot - but must
say I had to commend the displayer
of this message for sparking my
intellectual curiosity.
So I will leave you with this:
if you happen to be running to
the head, with some unfinished
thoughts running through your
head -1 urge you to take a second
to ponder how you might enlighten
someone else’s life.
BY BURTON KROES

lanthorn.com/editorial
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Women’s Commission
awards students,
community leaders
feY ELUE PHILLIPS
GVL STAFF WRITING

Even the Lights going out
didn’t stop the 17th Annual
Celebrating Women awards
ceremony hosted by the
Grand Valley State Univer
sity Womens Commission.
Amid enthusiastic ap
plause and loud whistling,
fifteen
presenters
gave
awards and scholarships
to more than 20 students
and faculty members of
the GVSU community who
demonstrated
exemplary
devotion to advocating for
fromen on campus.
Z Danielle Meirow won
ihe Jane Enright Scholar
ship, which provides finan
cial assistance to women
2nd gender studies majors
and minors. Kate Harmon,
athletic and recreation fa
cilities manager, won the
Unsung Hero Award for
her
behind-the-scenes
work as part of the athlet
ics department.

During her acceptance
speech, Harmon quoted Mia
Hamm, a retired American
professional soccer player, as
saying, “If you don’t love what
you do, you won’t do it with
much conviction or passion.”
The Maxine Swanson
Award was presented to
Colette Seguin Beighley, a
member of the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender
Resource Center, for her
work with the LGBT com
munity on campus.
Mitzi Loving Johnson, a
staff member with the De
partment of Moving Sci
ence, won the Women’s
Impact Award for her work
mentoring women, specifi
cally single mothers.
“I would not have accom
plished this if God had not
blessed me with such great
mentors,” Johnson quoted
one of the women she had
mentored as saying.
Diana Pace, associate dean
of students and director of

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
The award goes to: Takeelia Garrett-Lynn, head of the scholarship commitee, presents the 2013 Positive Black Women's
Scholarship award. The awards ceremony gave awards to more than 20 students and faculty from around Grand Valley State.

Mediation Services, won the
Women’s Commission Life
time Achievement Award
for her more than 30 years of
service to the women of the
GVSU community, advocat
ing for gender equality, specifi
cally for the LGBT community.
Pace is only the third woman
to ever be presented the Life

time Achievement Award by
the Women’s Commission.
Additionally, the Positive
Black Women organization
awarded scholarships to
students Lisa Snider, Christon Stewart, Tiara Parks,
Emny DeLeon, Jamillya
Hardley, Deqa Elmi and
Khadijah Johnson.

Since its inception, the
Women’s Commission has
made several changes to the
university that benefited the
women of GVSU and the
rest of the community. In
1994, it successfully worked
to institute changes in the
salary structure. It has also
created the “Her Story”

ACADEMIC
CONTINUED FROM A3

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
More than a grade: Students from John Kilbourne’s LIB 100 course hold up examples of their
own badges, which they each decorated to symbolize what a liberal education means to them.

Kilbourne made a badge for each student in
his LIB 100 class, and asked them to decorate
their badges based on what a liberal arts edu
cation meant to each of them individually.
Freshman Ashley Lustre, clinical exercise
science major, said the badges are a way to
encourage students.
“Everyone can earn a certain letter grade,
(this is) a different way to measure effort,”
Lustre said. “It makes you want to try.”
Freshman Elizabeth Kayfish, a clinical ex
ercise science major, said she thinks the badg
es are a nice reward for classroom efforts, but
wishes they held more significance; for exam
ple, in the job world after graduating.
However, Kayfish and Luster both agreed
that despite the rewarding aspects of the new

program
and Women’s
Mentoring Sessions. The
Commission is committed
to a legacy of creating dia
logue, celebrating women’s
leadership and exploring
issues of advocacy on GVSU’s campus and the greater
community, as well.
ephillips@lanthorn.com

grading system, they both wish the badges
held more consequence in terms of general
university grade standards.
“There should be a balance between
badges and grades, because good grades are
still required,” Lustre said.
Kilbourne is calling this his “trial period”
because he just started incorporating these
badges this week. He said he plans to reward
his students for creativity, exceptional team
work, or even outstanding essays on their
next exam.
“It’s another way for rewarding stu
dents (and) acknowledging that they’re
good students,” Kilbourne said. “A grade
is just a letter, they can wear and share
and be proud of (the badges). And by
wearing their own, they can express their
playful creativity.”
community(a)lanthorn.com
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Bmgnoni named
Player of the Week
Grand Valley State Univer
sity junior first baseman Giancarlo Brugnoni has been
named the GLIAC Baseball
Player of the Week following
his phenomenal week to kick
off the 2013 season.
In the team's first eight
games, Brugnoni hit .519 (14for-27) with four home runs,
a triple, four doubles driving
in 14 RBI with a .567 on-base
percentage.
The 6"3' native of Grosse
Pointe, Mich, had a career
day during a March 9 doubleheader against the Univer
sity of Charleston when he
blasted a four home runs in
seven at bats, one of which
was a grand slam.
GVSU (5-4) will return to
action on the road Saturday
in a doubleheader against
Mercyhurst University at 12
p.m. and 2:30 p.m.

Ward named GLIAC
Pitcher of the Week
Grand Valley State University
junior pitcher Chris Ward has
been selected as the GLIAC
Baseball Pitcher of the Week.
Ward was solid during
both of his starts last week,
when he pitched a combined
10 innings going 1-0 with a
0.90 ERA and seven strike
outs.
In a victory over Notre
Dame College of Ohio, the
6"3 left-hander struck out
four batters in four score
less innings, allowing just
three hits. Against the Uni
versity of Missouri-St. Louis,
he gave up only two hits, al
lowing only one earned run
in six innings while striking
out three.

Santomm named
Pitcher of the Week
Grand Valley State Uni
versity junior pitcher Han
nah Santora was named
the GLIAC Softball Pitcher
of the Week after posting an
impressive 6-0 in the team's
first week of action.
Santora pitched a com
pete game in each of her
starts, posting a 2.44 ERA
in 43 innings pitched while
striking out 25 batters.
The right-hander from
Carol Stream, III. was a
Daktronics First Team AllMidwest Region selection in

2012.
GVSU (10-2) will return to
action on the road Saturday
in a doubleheader against
Urbana University at 1 p.m.
and 3 p.m.

SPORTS

SCHEDULE
BASEBALL
Saturday at Mercyhurst
12 p.m.
Saturday at Mercyhurst
2:30 p.m. .
Sunday at California (PA)
11 a.m.
Sunday at California (PA)
1:30 p.m.

SOFTBALL
Saturday at Urbana City
1 p.m.
Saturday at Urbana City
3 p.m.
Sunday at Notre Dame
(OH) 1 p.m.
Sunday at Notre Dame
(OH) 3 p.m.

W. LACROSSE
Sunday at Seton Hill 1
p.m.

M. TENNIS
Thursday vs. Aquinas 6
p.m.
Sunday at Lewis 11 a.m.

W. TENNIS
Sunday @ Lewis 11 a.m.

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
NFL bound: Offensive lineman Tim Lelito and wide receiver Charles Johnson run drills during the 2013 NFL Pro Day at the Kelly Family Sports Center.

Johnson and Lelito
impress at GV’s Pro Day
BY PETE BARROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER

here are 32 profession
al franchises incorpo
rated under the crest
of the National Football
League, 23 of which had
representatives present at
the 2013 Grand Valley State
University Pro Timing Day.
It will only take one of those
teams to make the dreams
of recent Laker football al
ums Tim Lelito and Charles
Johnson come true.
Hosted Monday after
noon in the Kelly Fam
ily Sports Center, 16 other
NCAA Division II prospects
also made the trip to Allen
dale in hopes of enticing the
right team to take a chance.
“I don’t care,” said offen
sive lineman Tim Lelito. “I
could be taken in the first
round to invite to camp anything. I really don’t care.

I just want a chance.”
It hasn’t come easy, but
both Lelito and Johnson are
well on their way to receiv
ing the one chance all ath
letes crave.
Lelito, a former GVSU
Lineman of the Year and
four-year starter as a Laker,
has set up shop in Fowlerville, Mich., working with
trainers at No Bull Strength
and Performance for the past
two months, six days a week,
to add bulk and directly im
prove his drill scores (bench,
40-yard dash, L-drill, pro
agility, vertical leap, broad
jump, etc.).
Johnson, a two-year
starter at GVSU and for
mer GVSU Offensive Skill
Position Player of the Year,
has put in his work down in
Nashville, Tenn. two times a
day, six days a week under
the watchful eye of Univer-

Griffith excels after
near death experience
BY JAY BUSHEN
GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Junior Michael Griffith
didn’t realize he was 90
minutes away from losing
his life.
Two minutes later, his
teammate from the men’s
swimming and diving team
unknowingly saved it.
Griffith, a member of
the Grand Valley State
University men’s swim and
dive team, was riding his
bike Sept. 18 after eating
dinner on campus, when
he was suddenly struck by
a vehicle traveling approxi
mately 40 mph.
“I was laying on the
pavement,
trying
to
stand up like it was no
big deal,” he said. “It was
my teammate, Kyle Gun
derson, who told me to
stay down and wait for
the ambulance.”
Gunderson, a junior,
was also on his way home
and spotted his fallen
classmate screaming in
pain. Griffith had no idea
what the extent of his in
juries were at the time, and
planned on heading back
to his apartment.
“He thought he was
going to be fine,” Gunder
son said.
After the ambulance ar
rived, Griffith was placed
on life support after he lost

consciousness. He had an
epidural hematoma, and
as a result, his brain was
starting to shut down.
He also had a cracked
skull and a severe concus
sion, a broken shoulder, a
bruised lung and cracked
ribs among other injuries.
He was rushed to a Grand
Rapids hospital where he
would spend the next two
weeks in the intensive
care unit.
“I escaped death,” he
said. “At the hospital, they
basically told me how
lucky I was to be alive.”
His doctors and nurses
also explained that it would
take him approximately
nine months to return to
his team.
The Brighton native
didn’t want to wait that long.
“I couldn’t sit there and
feel bad about something
that I couldn’t change,” he
said. “I just wanted to get
back in the water, but the
concussion didn’t make
it easy. I couldn’t do flip
turns without losing sense
of where I was, so I just did
my best.”
He somehow managed
to return to his team after
only a month, and started
competing again at the

SEE GRIFFITH, A3

sity of Southern California
trainer Darren Mustin and
the Division I Sports Train
ing staff, focusing on his 40yard dash start with Olym
pic style track workouts.
“It’s been long, fun and
hard,” Johnson said. “There’s
a lot of training that goes
into it and you got to be
able to be committed. You
can’t stop working. There’s
somebody out there trying
to work harder than you so
I had that in the back of my
mind. I have two little girls
that I have to provide for, so
I’m out here every day just
putting in work, trying to
get better and make one per
son to like me.”
All of their efforts culmi
nated Monday when they
were afforded the chance to
perform center stage. Both

SEE PRO DAY, B2
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CLOSING TIME
Zambron sets GV and
GLIAC saves records
BY BRYCE OEROUIN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

In sports, if athletes are
measured by what they do
under pressure and when
the game is on the line, few
may be better than Grand
Valley State University clos
er senior Brad Zambron.
Zambron
set
the
GVSU and GLIAC saves
record when he recorded
his 28th career save in a
5-4 victory over Winona
State University.
“He’s the guy we want in
the game with the ball in
his hand at the end when
the game is on the line,” said
head coach Jaime Detillion. “He brings an excellent
mentality into the game at
the end. He’s definitely very
worthy of having a record
like that. We’re very happy
for him to have gotten it. He’s
a very selfless team player.”
Zambron is coming off a
season that saw him appear
in 30 games, going 1-1 with
a 0.52 ERA, 16 saves and 22
strikeouts in 34.2 innings
pitched. He managed to al
low only two earned runs
all season long and began
last year with 22.2 innings of
scoreless relief.
For Zambron, his attackfirst mentality has led him

to success,
and
his
attacking
mentality
shows in
the stats,
as he only
allowed
three walks ZAMBRON
in 2012.
“I just try to go in and
throw good strikes around
the plate and let themselves
get out at the plate,” Zam
bron said. “My mindset has
always been attack the hit
ter, and make him swing
and get himself out before I
walk him.”
When games are on the
line, the Lakers feel comfort
able sending out one of the
top closers in the GLIAC.
The confidence extends to
everyone in the dugout and
out on the field.
“As soon as he steps foot
on the field when we give him
the call in the last inning, I
think our confidence in our
team skyrockets and they
think that the game is over,”
Detillion said. “The positive
transfer of faith to have in
him is like the game is over
when we hand him the ball.
That’s the type of confidence
that we have. With him out
there, when he crosses the
line, the coaching staff and
the entire team think game,
set, match - lights out, the
game is over.”

Barring any injury or
unforeseen circumstances,
Zambron is set to become
the all-time saves leader in
Division II. The current re
cord is held by Jake Williams
of Erskine College, who has
four more saves than Zam
bron and recorded 32 saves
in a career that spanned
from 2004 to 2007.
“It’ll mean a lot to me
because it’s obviously some
thing that is hard to do and
not everyone gets an oppor
tunity to have a record like
that, especially at a national
level,” Zambron said about
setting the record. “Those
are pretty cool things.”
GVSU’s opponents may
be seeing more of Zambron
in the future, as Detillion
hinted that he could be see
ing some starts in the future
this season. The experience
will be nothing new for
Zambron since he started
games in high school and in
his freshman year at GVSU.
“He may get some starts
as well, and some closing
time too,” Detillion said.
“He’s been great in terms
of how he helps the team
and what he’s gonna bring
to the table this year. With
how good he competes and
throws strikes, we want to
expand the number of in
nings that he gets a chance
to throw in.”
sports(a)lanthorn.com
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; In the swing of things
Women's golf opens
season with a key
win, men fall 3-2 in
match play
1);

BY ALEX HARROUN
GVL STAFF WRITER

~ t1

For the Grand Valley State Uni

V- versity womens golf team, they
,y_(

hope a win in a tournament fea
jj turing top 25 ranked teams will
i!
be a sign of things to come for the
spring season.
During spring break, GVSU
faced Midwestern State University
and the University of Indianapolis,
»1‘ both ranked in the top 25, higher
r,
then GVSU coming into the Las
'ftVegas Desert Classic.
lis
“Coming out of the winter
{> i season and not seeing grass since
October, getting a win against that
).
field was something to be proud
of,” said head coach Rebecca Maili. loux. “It’s good for the rankings
»1
and for our confidence."
XT
The Lakers won the tourna
OJ ment with a two-day score of 638,
b
Midwestern State finished second
*»
with a 642. The rest of the field was
Lewis-Clark State (662), Indianap
I;
olis (666), and Missouri-St. Louis
(678). The Lakers shot a team
round of 310 on the second day
Tl of the tournament at Revere Golf

GRIFFITH
CONTINUED FROM B1

start of the winter se
mester.
In the month of January,
GVSU defeated No. 8 Uni
versity of Indianapolis, No. 11
Wayne'State University and
No. 13 Nova Southeastern
University, earning a No. 12
ranking in the NCAA Divi
sion II rankings.
In the 2013 GLIAC Cham*. pionships, Griffith finished in
the top three in all seven of
his events. He touched first in
the 100 fly with an NCAA DII
“B” cut time of 48.75 seconds,
and swam a leg on three firstplace relays.
His 200 medley relay team
(juniors Erik Aakesson, Aaron
Marken and freshman Gianni
Ferrero) placed first with an
♦ “A” cut time of 1:28.31, a new
• GLIAC Championship and
GVSU varsity record.
“It was a miracle the way
he bounced back,” said GVSU
i head coach Andy Boyce. “He

Club to win by four strokes.
“When we play to our potential,
were potentially unbeatable,” said
senior captain Marni Weinstein.
“We played well coming out of the
winter. Other teams have a bit of
an upper hand on us with most of
them being farther south; they get
to play outside.”
Sophomore Kelly Hartigan fin
ished the tournament with a 158
(14), good enough to put her in a tie
for second overall. Hartigan missed
first place by only one stroke.
“It was a great performance,”
Mailloux said. “I know she felt
she could have played a little bet
ter. Kelly is someone who is always
looking to get better.”
Weinstein finished 78 (6) on
day two, finishing at 159 (15) for
the tournament, earning fourth
place. This was Weinsteins third
consecutive top five finish.
With a disappointing fall season
in the past, the Lakers are optimis
tic yet uncertain about the rest of
the year. GVSU will look to build
off this early season start and hope
to carry the momentum out for the
rest of the year.
“I don’t have a whole lot of ex
pectation (for the winter semes
ter), being down one player (senior
captain Ashley Beard). I just want
to see the team get better and work

cares about the team more
than anything and is a big
part of the family atmosphere
we have.”
The biology major also
impressed at the 2013 NCAA
Division II National Champi
onships in Birmingham, Ala.
The 200 freestyle relay
team of Griffith, Ferrero,
Aakesson and sophomore
Milan Medo were able to
eclipse a varsity record with a
seventh-place time of 1:20.82,
earning All-America honors
in the process.
He also garnered AllAmerica honors in the 100
fly with a fourth-place time of
47.85 seconds, which was .14
seconds short of the GVSU
varsity record.
All of this success came less
than six months after his near
death experience.
“He’s someone we look up
to,” Gunderson said. “He loves
this team to death, its like his
second family^
assistantstports a>
lanthorn.com

hard to get to regionals and hope
fully the national tournament,”
Mailloux said.
The fortune was not as favorable
for the men’s golf team in a close
fought match with Saginaw Valley
State University at the Hyland Hills
Golf Club in Pinehurst, N.C.
A 3-2 loss in match play to a
less then stellar squad doesn’t
have the Lakers panicking
though, as a strong fall season
gives reason for an optimistic
view going forward. The Lakers
finished in the top five five out of
the last six times playing heading
into the winter.
“Both teams came off a long
winter,” said sophomore Jack
Rider. “We’re not gonna read too
much into it. It wasn’t anything
detrimental to our confidence.”
Junior Chris Cunningham and
Rider accounted for the Lakers
two victories.
“We played ok. It’s the first time
for most of us touching a club in
a while,” Cunningham said. “Obvi
ously there’s going to be some rust
coming out of the winter. It wasn’t
anything too discouraging.”
Remaining confident, the Lak
ers will look to improve, especially
after the high-end play to end the
fall season, including an 11 stroke
come-from-behind victory at the

PRO DAY
CONTINUED FROM B1

Johnson and Lelito
took full advantage of the
opportunity.
“I thought they both
performed very well (pro
day),” said head GVSU’s
head football coach Matt
Mitchell. “They had some
very good numbers and I
think that in combination
with their performance
on tape is going to give
both guys opportunities.”
So good in fact that
had either athlete been
one of the 335 invited
to NFL combine held
in Indianapolis between
Feb. 20-26, both would
have placed amongst top
event performers.
Lelito, who measured
in at 6’3” 308 pounds of
ficially, posted 29 reps
at 225 lbs. in the bench
press, ran a 5.2 40-yard
dash, leaped 8 feet 11
inches in the broad jump,

DOUG WITTE I COURTESY

Beating the best: Kelly Hartigan finished the tournament in second place
with a score of 158. The tournament win included beating two top-25 teams.

GLIAC Invitational.
The Laker men’s next matchup
is the Parkside Spring Invitational
in Columbus, Ind. on March 31
and April 1. For the women’s team,

a
measurement
that
would have been 14th
highest amongst lineman,
and jumped 33 inches
vertically from a stand, a
height nearly unheard of
for a man of his size that
only two combine line
man could top.
At an official 6’2” 215
lbs., Johnson leaves little
to be desired physically
and quickly became the
talk of the afternoon.
Johnson started by quell
ing all concerns about his
top-end speed, turning in
blazing times of 4.35 and
4.38 seconds in the 40yard dash, delivering two
sub 4.4 40-yard dashes,
just as he had previously
promised. Johnson’s 4.35
would have been fourth
best among all receivers
- and fifth best overall only trailing the top time
of 4.27 paced by Marquise
Goodwin of the Univer
sity of Texas and the 4.34
second times clocked by
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their next trip will take them to
Carrollton, Ky. for the Perry Park
Spring Fling on March 23 and 24.

I like hurting
people. I like
going out there
and getting
after it, and I
definitely like a
challenge.

TIM LELITO
OFFENSIVE LINEMAN

Tavon Austin of West
Virginia University and
Ryan Swope of Texas
A&M University.
“On a scale of one to 10,
I give myself a nine,” John
son said. “I mean I wasn’t
perfect. Nobody’s perfect,
but I think I came out here
and impressed a lot of
people like I said I would. I
think I came out here after
all this hard work I’ve been
putting in and performed
at a high level.”
Johnson’s vertical leap
of 39.5 inches would have
ranked first amongst re
ceivers and would have
tied for tenth overall.
Johnson’s broad jump of
11-foot-one would have
been good for second
amongst fellow receivers
and fifth overall.
“It’s good for him,”
Mitchell said. “I think it
adds to his catches and
productivity. I always
knew he was going to be
in a camp as a free agent.
This might have possibly
today bumped him into
that draft-able range.”

aharroun(a)lanthorn.com

Lelito, who could be
limited by height at the
next level, has a direct
precedent to follow set by
current NFL and former
GVSU linemen Cam Bradfield and Nick McDonald.
Prepared to step in at any
interior line position,
Lelito’s versatility could be
his ticket into the league.
A blue-collar demeanor
could also factor heavily
in Lelito’s favor.
“I’m just nasty,” Lelito
said. “I like hurting peo
ple. I like going out there
and getting after it, and I
definitely like a challenge.
If someone says, ‘Hey,
here’s this All-American
defensive lineman’ or
something like that, I like
to go in there and test
myself. Give them a lit
tle pancake action. Pour
some syrup on them.”
The draft, which will be
held April 25-27, is only 41
days away. Whether Leltio
and Johnson are selected
remains to be seen, but at
the very least, it is expect
ed that both Lakers will
make NFL camps. If they
are, they’ll bring the count
of Lakers in the NFL up to
six. After short rests to re
ward their pro day efforts,
both players will spend the
coming weeks continuing
their training and partici
pating in individual team
workouts. Both intend to
make everyone of those
41 days count.
“I’m not making those
decisions, but I’d say based
on (pro day) you’re going
to see a lot more teams
now flying him in for predraft visits,” Mitchell said.
“It only takes one.”
pbarrows(a)
lanthorn.com
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LAC K O S S E

FAST START PROPELS LACROSSE TEAM

IN HOME OPENER
The slick turf and falling
snow wasn’t enough to slow
down the GVSU offense, as
the Lakers continued the on
slaught, taking a ten-goal lead
and forcing a running clock
with 28 minutes remaining.
“We were in New Hamp
shire and it was equally as
cold,” Luberto said, who net
ted a hat trick in the game.
“We’re used to it at this point.
You just can’t let it get to you.”
While the elements were
anything but friendly, the
Lakers did an admirable job
of protecting their turf in
the 2013 home opener. The
dismantling of Indiana Tech
helped the Lakers take the
first step in their goal to an
undefeated home record in
the GLIAC.
“Any time you have an
opener, all eyes are on you,”
Fritts said. “The fact that we
could score as many goals as
we did and come out with
guns blazing was impres
sive. I’m proud of my team.”
Team depth was at the
center point of the Laker

BY ADAM KNORR
GVL STAFF WRITER

Snow, frigid temperatures
and Indiana Tech University,
all weren’t enough to stop the
Grand Valley State Universi
ty womens lacrosse squad in
their home season opener.
A quick start propelled
GVSU to a 20-5 victory after
sophomore Jordan Luberto
scored the first goal of the game
20 seconds into the match.
The game was never in
question for GVSU, as they
burst out of the gate scoring
the games first three goals
en route to an 11-3 halftime
lead. Senior attacker Allyson
Fritts led the Lakers with
five goals, while sophomore
teammate Rachel Leibovitz
added four more goals.
Despite having the game
in hand for the most part,
GVSU never let up.
“They stayed motivat
ed,” said head coach Alicia
Groveston. “We have a lot
of stuff to work on and they
know that. That’s what the
second half was.”

domination, as 11 different
players made their way onto
the score sheet, highlighted
by Fritts’ six points.
GVSU won the statis
tics battle in every category,
outshooting the Warriors
36-15, winning the battle
on ground balls, and con
trolling eight more face-offs
than the opposition.
The loss was the first of the
season for Indiana Tech (2-1)
as GVSU improved to 2-2 on
the 2013 campaign. The surg
ing Lakers look to build off
the momentum from their
win as they go on the road for
five consecutive games.
“If you don’t set the tone
now, you’re not going to set
it come April,” Groveston
said. “This is a step in the
right direction. This game
showed us that we just need
to go out and execute and
this gave us the confidence
to do that.”
GVSU will face Seton Hall
University on March 17.
aknorr(a)lanthorn.com

BO ANDERSON|GVL

No place like home: (Right) Ali Dixon battles for a lose ball during the team's 20-5 victory over Indiana Tech. Dixon finished the game with two goals desspite battling sub-thirty degree
weather. (Left) Allyson Fritts advances up the field on her way to one of her five goals on the game. With the victory, the Lakers improved to 2-2 for the 2013 season.
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GVSU’s club baseball team set to go the distance
BYTATE BAKER
GVL STAFF WRITER

Coming off an undefeat
ed fall campaign, the Grand
Valley
State
University
men’s club baseball team
is gearing up for what will
hopefully be an even more
successful spring.
“We are a very confident
group right now,” said Mar
cus Gignac, a pitcher for the
team. “We went 9-0 in our
conference during fall ball,
so we hope we can build off
of that and go from there.”
With no spring break trip
to a warm climate to prepare
for the upcoming season,
and with Michigan’s recent
weather making it impos
sible to practice outside, the
team will need to shake off
the rust accumulated over

the winter before they step
onto the field for the first
time this year.
“It’s hard to tell where
our overall game is at right
now since we haven’t been
able to get onto the field
yet,” .Gignac said. “With
that said, we are really ex
cited just to get out there
and start playing again.”
GVSU’s club baseball
team is anchored by a
handful of strong pitchers
that look to lead the Lak
ers on the field this spring.
This season’s pitching staff
features veterans such as
Gignac, Scott Feist and
Ron Fantor.
“Our pitching staff is very
deep this year,” said team
mate Ryan Crawley. “We
have three guys that can

throw in the 80 mph range.
I doubt you are going to see
three guys on any other team
that are as good as us.”
A key for GVSU’s club
baseball team’s success is
having pitchers that can

Cl
Our (pitching
staff) is a
very confident
group.

manage games through at
least seven innings game in
and game out. It’s a mutual
feeling among the team that
believes they have the pitch
ers to do so. \
“Our (pitching staff) is a
very confident group,” Gig
nac said. “We have guys that
can control the game for sev
en innings, which is crucial.
Its a really close-knit group
we have, we are always there
for each other. We have guys
that will help out a teammate
when they need it.”
Aspirations are high for
this season’s squad, and after

the successful fall they have
had, a district championship
is just the first step on how
far they want to go.
“Our team goal is to get
to the World Series,” Gignac
said. “We will have to get
through our district and then
regionals in Wisconsin, but
the World Series is definitely
a reachable goal. We are go
ing to be on our ‘Kentucky
grind’ until we reach Ken
tucky for the World Series.”
In order for GVSU’s club
baseball team to make a deep
post-season run, chemistry
between teammates must be

strong. Team member Max
Elkins said the chemistry is
already something this group
of Lakers thrives off of.
“Chemistry is something
we don’t have to worry
about,” Elkins said. “The
guys hang out all the time,
after class and even on the
weekends. We know we all
have each others back.”
GVSU’s club baseball
spring season’s opening day
will be this upcoming Sat
urday, ‘when they head to
Muskegon to face Muskegon
Community College at 1 p.m.
tbaker@lanthorn.com
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MARCUS GIGNAC
GVSU PITCHER

without regrets
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Gilda's LaughFest continues through
Sunday with several headlining shows
BY MARY MATTINGLY
GVL STAFF WRITER

ow in its third year, Gilda’s Laugh
Fest brings more than just headlining
names — such as Wayne Brady and
Joel McHale - it provides laughs to
sands of comedy fans while raising money to
gve back to the Grand Rapids community.
~ “We celebrate laughter for the health of it,”
said Wendy Wigger, vice president of Program
development and Community Relations.
While the 10-day festival is ending March
17, there is still time to check it out several
headlining acts or local talents, including
$ian Regan and Bill Burr.
V LaughFest is put on in part with the Gil
d’s Club Grand Rapids, a free cancer sup[J)rt community, with proceeds benefiting
cancer, grief and emotional health programs.
of 2012, Laughfest had raised $541,000.
‘Jt’s a festival that’s good for you and for a
£>od cause,” Wigger said.
•* Gilda’s Club aims to support people
through all journeys of grief, not just can
ty. The club, named for Saturday Night
Igve alumni and late comedian Gilda
ifadner, strongly believes laughter is the

N

fa[est medicine.
£ “When (Radner) was diagnosed with
<$arian cancer, she lost her funny,” Wigger
sjid. “You can live with cancer, no matter the
qptcome. (Radner) was able to give herself
gprmission to laugh again.”
_• Since it began in 2011, LaughFest has con
tinued to gain a following. Crowds for the
pgst two years have averaged around 55,000
Sendees*prr year. This year, attendance has
tfcen no different, with many shows, such as
comedian Lewis Black’s upcoming March

14 performance at the DeVos Performance
Hall, already selling out.
“We like to joke that we went interna
tional our very first year,” Wigger said. “We
had people buy tickets from 25 states and
Canada. We are expecting a similar turnout
thou
this year.”
A festival this size is no easy undertak
ing. The Grand Rapids community has been
heavily involved with getting the festival off
the ground, taking in volunteers, local busi
ness sponsors and partnering with college
groups, such as Spotlight Productions from
Grand Valley State University.
“The reality is, we started planning this
year’s festival before the end of last year’s fes
tival,” Wigger said.
While there is a core team of 6-10 indi
viduals, the festival benefits greatly from the
hard work of hundreds of volunteers. Local
restaurants, such as the B.O.B., McFadden’s
and Hopcat, have been instrumental in the
festival’s success by hosting comedy acts.
“We enjoy hosting (LaughFest events),”
said Erin Lindsay, sales manager and events
coordinator for McFadden’s Restaurant and
Saloon. “The festival is clearly passionate
about community and being involved.”
McFadden’s has been a venue for the fes
tival since the beginning. On any normal
day, after 9 p.m., the restaurant is 21 years
old and up, but during LaughFest the res
taurant is 18 and up. As a host, McFadden’s
donates the space to the festival and sells $5
promotional buttons, with cash donations
going back to Gilda’s Club.
“We’d love to continue to work with
Laughfest,” Lindsay said. “It seems to get
bigger and better each year. We love to be a

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

You, yeah you!: Laughfest comedian, Samuel J Comroe performs in the Grand River Room at
GVSU March 11. Comroe’s stand up was one of the nearly 300 events during the 10-day festival.

part of that.”
LaughFest 2013 has featured a wide range
of acts, from “People and Pets,” where people
were invited to bring their pets to the Grand
Rapids Community College Ford Fieldhouse, to films and group shows. This year,
there were almost 300 events available for
people to attend, both ticketed and free.
“There are a good 800 artists and/or per
formers, ranging from amateurs to nation
ally known performers,” Wigger said. “We
have been purposeful in making sure the
festival remains current and appeals to a
diverse audience. The festival showcases all
types of laughter.”
Nerdist Podcast Live! rated by Rolling

Stone as one of the top ten comedy pod
casts, will be at the Fountain Street Church
on March 15. It will be co-hosted by Chris
Hardwick, Jonah Ray and Matt Mira, with a
content rating of “Rated R... Really.” Or for
clean adult laughs, comedian Gary Valentine
will be performing at the Lowell Performing
Arts Center on March 17.
“We get feedback from the audience, it al
lows us to tweak events,” Wigger said. “We
can’t make everyone’s wishes come true, but
we take all feedback into consideration.”
Tickets for all shows are available through
Ticketmaster.com and at the Van Andel Are
na and DeVos Place box offices.
mmattingly(a>lanthorn.com

Brian Regan brings clean laughs to GR
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fcring the humor. After beginning his college career on the accounting path, comedian Brian Regan now performs his stand-up shows in
fcld -out venues to thousands of fans across the nation. He’s bringsing his tour to the DeVos Performance Hall March 16 as part of LaughFest.
r STEPHANIE ALLEN
fL A&E EDITOR

r In eighth grade, Brian Regan’s peers made
>amphlet listing what each person was go
to be when they “grew up.” His was, unlowingly to himself yet, comedian.
_ T was like, ‘Wow, my classmates knew
r£ore about me than I did,*” he said.
Unlike his peers, Regan didn’t realize his
nic calling until college after starting on
ath toward “the incredibly exciting world
dC accounting.”
Luckily for him, and for all of his fans, he
Traded to try comedy. And once he real

SF

ized he could get onstage and actually make
people laugh, his career path was set.
“I really enjoy being a stand-up,” Regan
said. “I liked it from the moment I thought
of it - not that stand-up comedy didn’t exist
before me. But the first time I thought of it
for me, when I was like, ‘Hey, maybe I could
do that.’ I became enthralled with the idea
of stand-up and being onstage and trying
to make people laugh. It took a number of
years to get to the point where, ‘Wow, I could
do it and make a living at it.’ And now I’m
fortunate enough to have a little bit of a fol
lowing and I don’t take it for granted. I love

ItEAD MORE ONLINE a l,iiithom.( om/.ut
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every moment of it."
He’s appeared on “The Late Show with
David Letterman” 25 times and has broken
records by selling out 10 shows last January
in Salt Lake City’s Abravanel Hall. His two
March 16 performances at the DeVos Per
formance Hall are part of this year’s Laugh
Fest, and aren’t sold-out yet, but have a lim
ited amount of tickets.
His LaughFest content rating is “Clean
Adult Laughs” for his lack of curse words, or
inappropriate topics. Regan knows his jokes
are clean, but wouldn’t describe himself as a
“clean comic.”

“I just like to get onstage and do my thing
and have it be funny,” he said. “For some
audience members, it’s important that it’s
clean; for others, they don’t even think about
whether or not it’s clean. To me, a lot of peo
ple get the wrong idea, you know, they think,
‘Oh wow, this guy must be Johnny Whole
some,” and it’s not that at all...I like to do
comedy with clean words and concepts - it’s
fun for me. And then I get off stage and I
curse like a sailor.”
He describes clean as his medium, like
how aij artist uses oils or paint to create, and
draws Inspiration from his everyday life.
“I sometimes wonder, how does some
body think of something funny? Maybe
other people do it in a different way. For
me, I just don’t try, I just kinda do what I
normally would do,” he said. “I read what
I normally would read and I watch what I
would normally watch and I go to the doctor
and I go to the store - I just do what I nor
mally would do and then I notice things, or
see things and go, ‘Hey, that’s a little off the
beaten path, maybe that’s a bit.”’
Once he has an idea, he uses some writ
ing skills and the inspiration turns into a bit
with a beginning, middle and end that will
make audiences laugh. He tries to write new
jokes as often as possible.
“I’m always trying to come up with new
stuff, so hopefully if they saw me last time
around, they’re going to see a lot of stuff this
time that they didn’t see last time,” he said.
“And that’s one of my favorite compliments
after a show, when people say, ‘Wow, most of
his stuff we haven’t seen before!m
He has new material for his Grand Rap
ids shows, and said he’s excited to be part of
this year’s LaughFest.
“I like comedy whether it’s just one night
and it’s not part of anything else, or I also
like it if it’s part of something bigger,” he said.
“And this time around, it’s part of a bigger fes
tival and it’s fun to be part of a celebration - I
like balloons just as much as anybody else.”
arts(a)lanthorn.com

vWhen: March 16, 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
Where: DeVos Performance Hall
How Much: $42.50
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

St. Patrick Day invaded
DOWNTOWN GRAND RAPIDS
including McFadden’s Bar
and Saloon, HopCat, Stellas
Lounge and the Grand Rap
ids Brewing Company, the
area on Ionia Ave. between
Weston and Oakes streets
will be closed off for attend
ees from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Tickets are $10 in advance,
or $15 the day of the event
for all-day admittance, or $55
for a VIP, Very Irish Person,
ticket, which includes a
t-shirt, souvenir mug and re
entry without waiting in line.
Street food, Irish dancers,
concerts and beer tents, which

arning: greenwearing people,
drinking green
beer and listening to Celtic
music are invading Grand
Rapids this Saturday. No,
they aren’t aliens, but they
do want to be joined in
their festivities.
The 3rd Annual Irish on
Ionia festival is returning
this year, and is expected
to draw a crowd of more
than 14,000 people ready to
celebrate St. Patricks Day.
In partnership with sev
eral downtown restaurants,

W

served up 280 kegs of green
beer last year, add to the whole
St. Patricks Day experience for
all green-loving people.
The first 300 people to
enter will receive a free
Kegs and Eggs breakfast
from McFadden’s and a
22-ounce Irish on Ionia
mug, which can be filled
for the price of a pint beer.
But the festival isn’t just ,.
about drinking green beer - j
it’s about celebrating the little
bit of Irish history inside • ^
everyone on St. Patricks Da^arts@lanthorn.com
•B
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McFadden’s: Kegs & Eggs breakfast, 7-10 a m.
Shamrocking party fundraiser, 4-7 p.m., $20
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Live Green
When you save
energy, you
help save the
world.
That's luckier
than any
four leaf clover
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FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND
STAFF some restrictions apply

616-331-2460

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES

Roomate Wanted! Will be
moving out August for Fall
2014 semester. Easy going.
5 ROOMMATES NEEDED!
Clean. Text 734-233-1575 or
6bed/2.5bath house. August email baumgartmegan@ya2013. Rent/room. Rent in
hoo.com.
cludes utilities, wireless inter
net, cable tv, and laundry.
Partially furnished. Located Roommate needed! Tri-level
on Lake Michigan Drive. Call house
in
Hudsonville.
616-453-0923 or email $325/month. Utilities. Park
kfaulkner2121 ©gmail.com
ing. Shared bath/kitchen.
Satellite TV. Internet access.
Female roomate needed! Close to GVSU. Full time job
August 2013. Loft 45. Two availabe to candidate that
spacious
bedrooms. pays $17/hour. Contact iranWasher/dryer. $400/month. bley@charter.net
Utilities indued. Call/text
Emily at (734) 718-1829 for
Subleaser needed! Summer
more info.
2013. 48 West. Top floor of
4bed/4bath apartment. Spa
Female Roomate Needed!
cious. 2 other roommates.
May 2013. Lake Michgan Wi-fi. Parking. $445/month.
Drive
Aparments.
$50 for utilities. Email al$375/month. On bus route.
brectjosie@yahoo.com
Must not be allergic to
cats.Contact
garlicke@mail.gvsu.edu.
Subleaser needed! May-July
1st.
48
West.
Rent
Looking for 1 person to sub $450/month. Will contribute
lease a one bedroom apart $100/month. 2 other male
ment at Campus West for roommate. If interested,
June and July. If interested, please contact Aaron at
contact
me
at 616-209-5170
or
smithak@mail.gvsu.edu
airipley@hpseaqles.net

Roommates

Looking for summer resi
dence. Rent must be below
$ 2 5 0.
Email
barnarst@mail.gvsu.edu for
more info.
Male Subleaser Wanted! 3
bedroom at North Campus
Townhomes. Available from
March 2013. First month rent
free. Close to campus.
$385/month. Split electric.
Free water/internet. Call Dun
ning @ 616-723-2976 for
more info.

Vanerum Shelter
Accounting Assistant
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15569920
Apply By: March 15, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

For Sale
Condo for sale. 2 bed. 2
bath. Across from GVSU. 2
carports and 4 additional
storage areas, Perfect for
commuting students. Walk in
closet. 968 sq. ft. $64,500.
Call 269-944-7303 or email
emilie.fiskars@qmail.com.

Internships
Spring Meadow Nursey
Intern
Location: Grand Haven, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15569902
Apply By: March 14, 2013
For More information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Wolverwine Worldwide, Inc.
Hush Puppies Sales Inter
Location: Rockford, Ml
Search Job ID: 15569851
Apply By: March 13, 2013
Employment
For More information visit
A & L Farm Market and Res www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
taurant
Cooks and Servers needed
Literacy Center of West
info@aandlfarmmarket.com
Michigan
Customizes Workplace Eng
lish Marketing/Sales Intern
Dominion Systems, Inc.
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Computer Technician
Salary: $500 stipend
Location: Wyoming, Ml
Search Job ID: 15569623
Search Job ID: 15569786
Apply By: February 28, 2013 Apply By: March 4, 2013
For More information visit For More information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Friends of Grand Rapids
Parks
Grand Rapids’ Urban Forest
Project Intern
Location: Grand Rapids,
Ml
Salary: $ 10/hour
Search Job ID: 15569782
Apply By: March 1,2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Ghost Rocket Music
Music Industry Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15569871
Apply By: March 13, 2013
For More information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Uantfjorn

SGT Button
616- 405- 0767

Literacy Center of West
Michigan
Development Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: $500 Stipend
Search Job ID: 15569622
Apply By: March 4, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
ETNA Supply Company
Supply Chain Internship
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: $12/hour
Search Job ID: 15569687
Apply By: March 29, 2013
For More information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Mill Steel Company
Logistics Support Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15569765
Apply By: March 29, 2013
For More information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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CryptoQuip
This is a simple substitution cipher in which each letter used stands
for another. If you think that X equals 0, it will equal 0 throughout
the puzzle. Solution is accomplished by trial and error.

by Linda Thistle
•

1
9

2

7

Clue:

9

3

E

equals

A

YBC ZSOFYJ ENYTO E DEJSBA

5

•i

8

4

6

PLTA QMY'Z EX TXJEOFMHC RGY

5

EO BEXCZFERSXL: "DEOMHG
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6

3
1

2

6

9

4

JYQZ NHZO."
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SCRAMBLERS

7

§

3

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

iV?

Unscramble the letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then rearrange
the boied letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gag!

Guess

DECRIPT

□

Grant

ki i

WALLO
Invade

GREACH

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★

□

W

tafrU-

RECLIC

★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ H00 BOY!

'When I was in ^_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I used to dream of earning the salary
I won't be able to get by on this year*

© 2013 King Features Synd., Inc.
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